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Gotham Audio to Celebrate 50th Anniversary
The Gotham Audio companies (Gotham AG and Gotham Audio LLC) will celebrate the 
50th anniversary of Gotham Audio in June 2008. The Gotham organization was 
officially launched by Stephen Temmer when he registered the Gotham Audio 
Corporation with the State of New York on June 11, 1958. 

Temmer's Gotham Recording had purchased their first Neumann microphones in 1953. 
Four years later Temmer visited the Neumann factory in Berlin and returned to the US 
with a new stereo microphone and the US sales rights for the new Neumann Stereo 
Disk Transfer system. In 1958 he incorporated under the Gotham Audio name and 
became the exclusive US distributor for Neumann microphones and disk cutting 
systems.

Over the next twenty-five years Gotham became the preeminent American importer 
and exporter of professional audio equipment. In addition to Neumann, it introduced 
Studer and EMT products to the American market and undertook distribution for 
Telefunken and Beyer.

In 1964 Gotham initiated its own annual audio show to highlight "Innovation in Audio 
Engineering Technology from Europe." The distinctive "GA and Design" logo was 
registered as Gotham's US trademark on August 24, 1965. Gotham Audio was a 
sustaining member of the Audio Engineering Society. The Gotham booth and 
hospitality suite became a fixture at AES conventions, populated with engineers from 
both sides of the Atlantic.

Gotham served as the US importer and agent for many European audio manufacturers, 
including Neumann, Studer, Thorens Franz, Klein & Hummel, EMT, Audio+Design, 
Ferrograph, NTP, Audio Developments, Cedar Audio and Harmonia Mundi Acustica. 
Innovative American manufacturers turned to Gotham for the export and distribution of 
their products in Europe. UREI, Valley Audio, Lexicon, MRL, Quantel and Switchcraft 
were among the brands that launched their international sales through Gotham. 
Gotham Audio opened a branch office in California, licensed a company in Canada and 
expanded export operations in Europe, opening an office in Regensdorf, Switzerland 
near the Studer factory.
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In 1983 a Swiss company, Gotham AG, was founded as a joint venture with the Swiss 
audio specialist Franz Ammann. Gotham AG acted as European headquarters for the 
export side of the Gotham Audio Corporation. Gotham AG also handled worldwide 
distribution for the very popular Gotham Audio Cables, which had been manufactured 
in Austria since the mid-1970's. Until Gotham AG became involved with the distribution 
of audio cables, this important aspect of recording and broadcasting had been left to a 
few larger companies whose sights were aimed at the mass market. Gotham Cables 
were a groundbreaking product specifically designed to address the needs of audio 
professionals in high-end studios and broadcast facilities. 

Gotham Organization founder Stephen Temmer retired in 1985, shortly after registering 
his Gotham international trademarks in Switzerland. He sold his remaining shares in 
the Swiss company to Franz and Manuela Ammann, who developed Gotham AG as a 
Swiss domestic distributor of pro audio products, while greatly expanding the 
international distribution network for Gotham Audio Cables. 2008 marks the 25th 
anniversary of the Swiss Gotham company. 

This Swiss sister company operated independently from the US Gotham, while
continuing to supply the North American market with Gotham Cable by way of the NY 
Gotham and other distributors including Mouser and DGS Pro Audio. Gotham Cables 
remained available in the US and Canadian markets in the two decades following 
Temmer’s retirement.

Aside from its achievements as a worldwide manufacturer and distributor of audio and 
video cable, Gotham AG became one of the leading pro audio distributors for Swiss 
domestic market. Swiss sales activities included industry leaders such as Genelec, 
Klein + Hummel, Lexicon, ME-Geithain, Lyrec, DPA ( formerly known as B&K Pro 
Audio), Switchcraft, DHD, DK-Audio, Sonifex, HME, Jünger Audio, Telex, RTS, 
Tubetech and many more.

Franz Ammann and his manufacturing partners went on to introduce a wide range of 
audio and video cable products, many featuring the acclaimed "Double Reussen 
Shielding." In 1990, Gotham Cable launched the first cable specifically designed for 
the new 110 Ohm AES/EBU digital audio format. A comprehensive line of digital audio 
cables was soon to follow, and in 1995 Gotham AG further expanded its product 
offerings, introducing numerous halogen free, non-corrosive, flame retardant installation 
cables. Presently over 60 varieties of Gotham cables are produced in a European 
manufacturing plant meeting the highest international standards. The distribution 
warehouses are located in Freiburg Germany (logistics centre), Dietikon Switzerland 
and Nazareth PA USA. 
Innovation and excellence were hallmarks of the Gotham companies. The Gotham 
Delta T-101, developed by Lexicon and introduced in 1971, was the first commercially 
available digital audio product. Gotham co-developed the ProDAT professional DAT 
recorder and brought the first practical recordable Compact Disc system, the CDR-90, 
to studios and mastering rooms in 1990. From the world's first digital reverbs, to the 
first Videodisks, to early multitrack hard disc recorders, Gotham was deeply involved 
with companies that were bringing the latest technologies to the recording and 
broadcast industry.
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While the New York company dissolved in the early 1990's and Stephen Temmer 
passed away in 1992, Gotham AG continued to grow and prosper. By way of the Swiss 
company, the unique Gotham trademark and its proud traditions survived through a 
tumultuous decade. Franz Ammann successfully reorganized the production of the 
cable products in 2002 and two years later he partnered with industry veteran Lewis 
Frisch, to launch Gotham Audio LLC in Pennsylvania, some 75 miles west of the 
original Gotham birthplace in New York City. Gotham Audio LLC currently distributes 
Gotham Audio Cables and Quantec Yardstick digital reverbs in the US and Canada.

And so after 50 years, the Gotham saga has come full circle, with a January 2008
US trademark registration (# 3,371,152) which followed a December Trademark Trial 
and Appeal Board ruling unequivocally linking both Gotham Audio LLC and Gotham AG 
to the original Gotham Audio Corporation and its 1965 trademark. Much in the audio 
industry has changed over the past 50 years but the dedication of the Gotham 
organization to excellence in professional audio has been a constant. 

Contacts:
International Headquarters

Gotham Ltd
Heimstrasse 27
8953 Dietikon (Switzerland)
Phone: +41 (0) 44-840 01 44
Fax: +41 (0) 44 744 25 22
Web: http://www.gotham.ch
Email: info@gotham.ch 
Contact: Franz R. Ammann

Refer to Swiss domain www.gotham.ch for most recent listing of brands being represented 
in Switzerland.  Refer to product and global distribution listings found at www.gotham.ch, 
section for Audio Cables. 
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